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• The benefits of altruistic routing are understood well

• Congestion in cities is a major challenge and building new capacity can be 
prohibitively expensive

• We propose a practical algorithm that aims for the system-optimal routing for 
a set of navigational queries (e.g., shortest path queries) to reduce congestion 
and increase road network utilization

Introduction



Motivating Example

Free-flow capacity: 4 vehicles per edge
When free-flow capacity is exceeded, all vehicles 
experience slower travel times

Task: Route 6 vehicles from node 1 to node 4

Solution given by selfish routing:
• Each vehicle is routed along 1–2–3–4
• This will cause congestion along each 

edge of the returned path

Solution given by altruistic routing:
• 2 vehicles routed along 1–5–3–4
• 2 vehicles routed along 1–2–3–4
• 2 vehicles routed along 1–2–6–4
• Each route will be congestion-free



• Formalizing the temporal load-aware setting with dynamic arrival 
time function and proof of FIFO compliance

• Adaptation of classical SP algorithms to operate within a temporal 
load-aware setting

• A scalable collective algorithm designed to return system optimal 
routing for a batch of queries

• Experimental results on real-world data

Contributions Summary



• Route diversification
• Cheng et al. (2019) select routes with high spatial diversity and low cost diversity
• Nguyen et al. (2015) propose an adapted version of A* that randomly perturbs edge values

• Dynamic User Equilibrium
• Pan et al. (2012) propose an algorithm to dynamically route then re-route vehicles

• Altruistic routing
• Motallebi (2020) maintain a heatmap over the network and use historical network 

information to provide a system optimal routing solution

• Integrated navigational services
• Optimization domain

Related Work



• We first define a temporal load-aware setting for our algorithms

• The temporal load-aware setting is able to track expected future load in the 
network, enabling our algorithms to dynamically take account of it

• It is composed of the edge-load matrix and a load-aware arrival time function

• We also ensure the network is FIFO-compliant

• Let’s take a closer look at each of these…

Temporal Load-Aware Setting



• We define the edge-load matrix to record load with respect to 
future time steps along each edge of the network
• This enables us to track expected future load within the system
• We know road capacities so we can predict where and when congestion 

will occur on the network (and design algorithms to proactively avoid it)
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• We see congestion on edges 2-3 and 3-5 at T = 2
• Crucially this may be observed already at T = 0



• We use an edge-level arrival time function
• Given an edge (u,v), it will determine the arrival at v based on 

the time the vehicles enters the edge at u, and the expected load 
at this time

• The non-linear function ensures that congestion continues to 
be penalized to a greater extent as congestion builds up
• An arrival time function keeps the network structure static 

and ensures efficiency in the implementation

Arrival Time Function
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A temporal load-aware network 
where a function operates on each 

edge, enabling the network 
structure to remain static



• We demonstrate here the behavior of the 
arrival time function on an edge

• The arrival time is always increasing even 
between time steps

• This shows that the setting we have developed 
is FIFO-compliant

• This ensures that shortest paths can be 
discovered in a temporal setting

FIFO Compliance and Proof



• We have developed solutions to answer a standalone shortest path 
query in a TLA setting
• Using these solutions as the engine, we have also developed a 

collective solution that iteratively searches for the path with the 
lowest arrival time from the query set
• Processing queries chronologically can give sub-optimal results

• Each query updates the ELM and therefore impacts the processing for 
subsequent queries

• A more advantageous ordering is likely to be achieved with a smarter 
heuristic

Solutions



Temporal Load-Aware A*
• A* extends Dijkstra to direct the search for a shortest path towards the 

destination node
• We adapt A* to operate in the temporal load-aware setting 

• It is aware of expected future load in the network and can penalize congested 
edges accordingly

• After a query is assigned a path, it is added to the ELM

• Congestion is proactively avoided
• Queries past and present interact via the ELM
• This solution guarantees the shortest path is discovered for any distribution 

within the ELM



Temporal Load-Aware Top-k
• We pre-compute the pairwise top-k free-flow routes
• At execution, for a given SPQ, we pull the query’s k recommended routes and 

test each of them in the TLA setting
• We assign the path with lowest arrival time
• Queries are processed chronologically

• After each query is processed, it is added to the ELM



• CS-MAT considers the query set collectively

• At each iteration we identify a candidate query set

• The TLA arrival time for each query in the candidate set is calculated and 
we assign the query with the lowest arrival time

• We restrict calculations at each step through tracking processing between 
iterations and using machine learning

• CS-MAT is embarrassingly parallel to ensure scalability

Collective Search for Minimal Arrival Time (CS-MAT)



CS-MAT Algorithm
Collective Processing

Query Set (Q) ELMG(V,E)Inputs:

Output: Path Set (P)

Select free-flow path Collectively search for query 
with lowest arrival time

Sort Q by free-flow arrival time

Select next query in Q

Find number of congested edges

Assign path to user

Update ELM

Repeat until 
all queries 
processed

= 0 >0

Re-Processing Same Query?

Identify candidate query set Q’

Initiate tracking matrices

Select queries in Q’ that 
need re-processing

Split Q’ for parallel 
processing

Calculate SP and TLA arrival 
time for all queries in Q’

YN



• Experiments carried out on taxi data from Porto and New York
• Cities exhibit very different network topologies
• We selected query set sizes to represent different levels of congestion
• Metrics:

• Average Journey Time
• Load Distribution
• Free Flow Capacity Utilization
• Congestion Penalty Distribution

Experiment Details

New York (left) and Porto (right) road networks



Standalone TLA Shortest Path Query

• TLAA* tends to be 
the best algorithm 
in terms of average 
journey times

• Benefits increase 
with congestion, but 
then plateaus with 
extreme congestion



Collective vs. Sequential Processing

• CS-MAT reduces 
journey times in all 
scenarios

• The savings are up to 
minutes per trip for 
high congestion levels

• This results in  
significant savings at 
the city level 



Uncontrolled Load

• Even when not all vehicles are routed collectively, 
the benefits are still substantial
• Non-collective methods perform poorly where 

there is a greater mix of methods
• There is a major disadvantage to being the only 

operator who does not process queries collectively



Network Utilization

• Collective routing can achieve very 
high levels of network utilization 
and reach a high diversity of 
edges within the network when 
forming paths
• Note the different utilization 

profiles between the different 
cities



Fairness

• Sequential processing of TLAA* 
returns a fair distribution, which 
tends towards a Gaussian 
distribution
• That is, people can expect similar 

journey times to one another
• Collective processing results in a 

less fair system, where some 
users receive large congestion 
penalties



• Optimize existing solutions for fairness

• Integrate with dynamic user equilibrium approach

• Agent-based modelling (e.g., reinforcement learning)

Future Direction

• By defining the temporal load-aware setting, we ensure our algorithms are dynamically 
aware of congestion, and have integrated this into popular shortest path algorithms
• We propose a scalable collective routing algorithm and show its effectiveness

To Conclude…



Thank you,
And I’ll take any questions….
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